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Who are we ?

Kea & Partners is a strategy and management consulting firm founded in 2001 by an experienced
consultant team. We are an independent partnership fully owned by our consultants.
We work in France and abroad. We created an alliance of independent consulting companies that
share the same values and a common project: The Transformation Alliance, a 300 consultants
group in Europe.
Since the early days of the company, we have continuously developed an original approach of the
transformation by bringing new perspectives on actions to be carried out.
Four key elements guide our action with our clients :
- Independence: to advise you properly, we have to be free of conflicts of interest, to know how
to stand back from dominant ideas and methods of management.
- Respect of our clients’ identity: to mobilize the deep strengths of your company and enhance
its distinctive characteristics, we have to immerse ourselves in your identity.
- Willingness to innovate: to keep up with the changing world we live in, we always seek for new
transformation approaches and methods.
- Entrepreneurship: as entrepreneurs, we know that pragmatism must ultimately prevail, even if
concepts are important.
We have established relationships of trust with 330 customers in most major industries. Listed
groups, family businesses, independent groups, associations or mutualistic structures: we know
how to adjust our practices.

Kea Retail team
Among Kea & Partners, the
Brands & Retail team
advises the sector’s
players in their strategic,
business, managerial and
cultural transformations.

‟ 15 years of expertise, ”
80 projects per year including
25% abroad
Céline Choain, Senior Partner &
Christophe Burtin, Associated Director

Retail is a reference industry, the first one in which we have developed skills, that now spread
out in all business sectors in France and abroad. We deal with both development and
organizational/competitiveness issues.
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Editorial

Our wish: capturing initiatives and strategies implemented by companies to transform
their store network.
The future of retail stores is debated more than ever. Many articles, studies, academic
papers analyze the challenges: coexistence with the Internet channel, downturn in in-store
traffic, hyper-competition, sluggish consumer demand, … with a shared observation:
network profitability is suffering.
In this questioning context, there is no winning model: each retail company implements its
own solutions and we observe as many initiatives as actors.
The aim of this study is to capture on-going initiatives and to reconstitute these
observations in a comprehensive and action-oriented synthesis for retail leaders.

We met nearly thirty retail leaders in all business areas: food, household, beauty and
health, culture and electronics, fashion, toys, DIY and gardening.
We questioned them about their views on the context, their development strategies, their
store initiatives to focus on customer and their operational challenges to transform their
network.
This paper gives you an overview of main trends, highlighted with our experience-based
convictions.
Even if brick-and-mortar stores are facing many growth and performance challenges, they
nonetheless remain at the heart of retailers’ strategies.
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Brick-and-mortar stores are suffering from a lack of
growth…
E-commerce is definitely seen as an opportunity by surveyed retailers, that have no other choice
but adapting to customers’ expectations … However, the battle over market shares is the major
concern.
Turnover growth is clearly the top issue for surveyed retailers, which is a legitimate concern in
such a difficult market context, characterized by pressures on consumer purchasing power,
intense competition and traffic crisis.
Retailers adopt a pro-active approach to deal with the E-commerce rise: they see it as an
opportunity, not a threat, even if this opportunity often remains “incantatory”, as many retailers are
still adjusting their multi-channel strategy.
Last, retailers pay little attention to alternative consumption modes (second-hand, rental markets),
even though these are undoubtedly emerging trends.

Data expressed as a % of surveyed retailers
(1) Source: Panorama Trade Dimensions 2014, total of sales
areas (m²) of food, DIY, gardening, electronics, beauty and
health, fashion, culture and toys retailers and department
stores
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(2) Source BIPE for LSA

… but still remain at the heart of retailers strategies

In this context, one would think that some retailers are significantly streamlining their network. But
they are not. On the contrary, retailers keep developing their sales areas in the hope of gaining
market shares. All companies will not come out on top. That’s why store evolution is at the heart of
their strategies. The attractiveness of their points of sales has become a condition for
sustainability.

Surveyed retailers do not implement drastic strategies such as closing stores or reducing
sales areas …
They do not set strict guidelines to reduce areas within their existing network …
… except for the usual adjustments related to network optimization.
Nearly 60% of retailers worked on network optimization, by closing less contributing stores in
order to open some new ones in areas with greater potential.
Reducing existing stores’ sales area is not a significant answer, which is excluded by 85% of
the surveyed retailers.
Nevertheless, some retailers are planning to open stores with smaller sales areas in their core
network.
Retailers should anticipate and implement more proactively new multi-format stores
strategies.
60 % of retailers pursue their cost reduction efforts by investigating remaining levers
Renegotiation of rents is the main lever mentioned. Retailers also work on staff costs
optimization (with very few options though) or on developing new concepts aiming at
reducing operating costs.

… and look for growth by expanding their store network: a higher store density in France
and growth drivers abroad.
80% of surveyed retailers plan to increase their number of stores. This development goes
along with an international footprint expansion for 70% of retailers.
Development through partnerships is the selected option for 40% of retailers.
 Membership is favored in order to expand business on the national territory, limiting
investment and enabling retailers to enter smaller catchment areas with less risk.
 Partnerships / master-franchises are usually deployed within international development
strategies in order to overcome implementation difficulties linked to local specificities.
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Numerous initiatives are undertaken to adapt brick-and-mortar stores. Stores are
increasingly becoming more experiential, customer-oriented, connected and more than
ever business driven.
These initiatives are motivated by three key goals: brand differentiation, increased
attractiveness for consumers and sales growth.
The development of a new concept store could be an appropriate response for 90% of
retailers.
Beyond new store concepts, 50% of retailers are working on widening their product offering
in order to combine differentiation, rise of the average basket value and generation of
additional contribution.
Retailers tend to launch new product families and to expand their ranges (e.g.: development
in non-food categories for major food retailers ; expansion in accessories, beauty and even
home products for some fashion retailers ; increasing part and upgrading of private labels
…)
A huge majority of retailers move toward more experiential, business-driven and customeroriented stores. Most of them make their stores more connected, while only a few of them
make them more sustainable.
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Towards EXPERIENTIAL stores

Retailers primarily invest on their sales force as a lever to deliver a best in class client
experience. Yet, they don’t innovate a lot in that field.

Surveyed retailers agree on the importance of sales forces in a store experience: 72% of
retailers have already experienced some actions in order to enhance their impact.
However, the actions are still limited: retailers spontaneously mention the renewal of their
salesforces’ uniforms.
Only some pioneering retailers have a broader view on customer experience : to make their
salesforces the ambassadors of the brand and its values, they follow an innovative
managerial approach.
Those retailers set up schools or launch sales-oriented programs with a strong ambition in
cultural transformation that significantly exceed standard training programs.
Experience ? It’s the stores’ future.
(a beauty retailer)

Second point of agreement, the concept store is one of the top priorities: 52% of retailers
have recently made it evolve and 40% are working on it.
A new concept store development offers the opportunity to better highlight the brand
features thanks to the atmosphere within the store.
Make stores more esthetic has become a market standard, to the extent where it no longer
makes the difference whatever the brand’s positioning. Turning the customer’s in-store visit
into a unique experience is a major issue. Yet, very few retailers have opted for brand-new
solutions: don’t they dare enough to get a real impact on traffic and business metrics? Very
few retailers, Nespresso and Apple excluded, are by the way a source of inspiration for the
surveyed retailers.
Nearly 85% of retailers are also working on a further enhancement of products within store
concepts.
Merchandizing is optimized: showcasing more profitable products, working on silhouettes in
the fashion industry, replacing storefronts… Ensuring the in-store implementation is though
a challenge to be addressed.
We placed an innovation table near the store’s entrance, to show we are
experts and to support our ability to attract brands and exclusive products.
(a beauty retailer)
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Finally, 76% of surveyed retailers organized in-store events, which seem to meet customers’
expectations.
Those events allow to both generate traffic and enhance brand awareness.
These new kinds of events go beyond the traditional in-store promotional events to offer
consumers real benefits and have a real success. Cooking lessons, free concerts, make-up
advice…are all proposals which simultaneously create connections with consumers and urge
them to buy. For fashion or luxury retailers, it is also the opportunity to widely express their
brand uniqueness through specialized artistic events.
Many retailers insist on the fact that these actions are locally taken: the stores are
autonomous, ideas coming up from the field before being disseminated across the network
by central teams.
Besides, some retailers (particularly those in the cultural, beauty and luxury businesses)
create events outside their existing store network, opening short-lived / pop-up stores in
order to increase traffic and notoriety.

Stores have the control and organize many activities. We proposed a support called
“Stores’ life”, allowing us to publish good practices to provide the whole network
with ideas. For the best practices, the department develops some pre-packaged
elements (web to print…). (a specialized retail store)

Data expressed as a % of surveyed retailers
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Towards …
still BUSINESS-DRIVEN stores
Making retail stores even more profitable is of course at the heart of retailers’ strategy. Retailers
improve and fine-tune their sales organization in order to stay competitive by avoiding to destroy
value. They also seek for new transformation means, including maximizing the time spent by their
salespersons with their clients.

Many retailers have increased their promotional activity over the past few years and are
trying today to revitalize in-store sales promotions.
Due to a market decline and a decreasing purchasing power, 72% of retailers have stepped
up the rate at which they organize in-store sales promotions.
Nowadays, the trend goes towards a more qualitative work to express the retailer positioning
and to address the local market’s specificities.
 Organizing promotional campaigns around sets of products which highlight retailers’
expertise or correspond to specific moments in the year.
 Encouraging local sales management initiatives which better fit the catchment area’s
characteristics: the challenge is here to meet possible local consumers’ expectations /
seasonal specificities, but above all to have the most suitable answers to local competitors’
actions.
We implemented a faster renewal rate , organized on daily life issues that
matter to our customers.
(a leisure retailer)

Developing salesforces’ productivity is a top-priority for 96% of retailers, which still lives
significant room for improvement.
Retailers are looking to maximize the time spent by their salesforces on the sales area by
reducing the time spent on back-office activities. They redesign working time organization
and support salespeople to do back-office tasks in stores.
Our goal is to have 50% of our customers
in touch with our salesforces.
(a DIY / garden / home care retailer)

We are launching initiatives such as “100% focused on sales”:
A deep cultural revolution for our brand !
(a homecare retailer)

According to how advanced they are and to the industry they are in, retailers work on
further complementary and specific business-driven levers.
5 main levers have been identified:
Upgrading customer experience, implementing a category-management approach,
developing a private label product line, working on in-store price visibility, or renewing the instore offer more frequently (ex: fashion industry).
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Data expressed as a % of surveyed retailers
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Towards CUSTOMER-ORIENTED stores

There are two main ways to address the issue of in-store customer relationship: training
salespeople and implementing suitable CRM tools. Nowadays, those levers are mainly
mechanistic and should be leveraged by a more effective management.

Salesforce training is the major investment project for retailers to be more customeroriented.
There are three main goals behind the improvement of salespeople’s skills: selling more,
standing out from competitors and creating customer preference.
60% of surveyed retailers have already implemented customer relationship training
programs. Retailers are consistently trying to improve customer relationship, particularly
because of a high staff turnover.
Our salesforce’s expertise is essential, we are a competent retailer.
It’s a real challenge today as consumers are themselves more and more experts, even better
than us sometimes ! (a beauty retailer)
We are good advisers, it’s in our DNA. However, we are bad sellers. Our goal is to train our
staff on sales even more.
(a DIY / garden / home care retailer)

In addition to the usual product trainings, which are crucial for salespeople’s expertise,
retailers implement more and more training programs focused on behavior, attitude,
customer knowledge, customer relationship,… in order to broaden the salesforce’s skillset.
We implemented a new and ambitious program on sellers’ training, whose impact could be
measured even more by changes in Net Promoter Score than by revenues.
(a leisure / cultural retailer)

Our customer flows are changing: a customer who comes to pick up a product after a
purchase online is not the same as the customer who comes specifically to the store to do
shopping. Our sellers need to know how to identify those customers and how to adapt their
behavior. (a fashion retailer)

Management is surprisingly rarely mentioned as a lever for customer relationship
improvement. However, store managers are in charge of coordinating teams everyday,
designing store action plans, and promoting good practices, which are key effective levers on
behaviors.

The current challenge for retailers is to implement a strong customer oriented strategy,
with an important store contribution expected.
43% of retailers are actually improving their CRM tools, by creating a unique database
fuelled by both store and Internet data.
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For retailers that have already implemented CRM tools, the goal is now to exploit their
potential even further, by first filling the database. An active contribution is expected from
stores on that point, and supported by specific incentives. Once deployed, these tools
represent major changes for the teams’ practices and require the salespeople to develop new
selling techniques: taking advantage of customer data in assisted sales or actively relaying
customized offers for example.
The most loyal customers represent the first target for retailers’ stores.
Almost 60% of retailers use the store to value their most loyal customers, mainly through
private sales access and VIP evenings (with high participation rates that show customers’
interest).
Beyond loyal customers, they offer new initiatives related to experiential stores to reach a
much larger customer base (exchanges, in-store workshops, …).
Nevertheless, retailers that play a major role in building up effective customer networks are
still not very significant yet (only 32% of surveyed retailers).
Last, loyalty programs are surprisingly not unavoidable: only 57% of surveyed retailers offer
them. Dematerialization is underway…

Our 5% VIP customers generate 30% of our revenues. We offer them activities,
targeted promotional offers, they participate in the assessment of our new concept…
We have come a long way over the past 2 years in terms of customer relationship:
better loyalty program management, development of a centralized
database segmented by store, transition from around thirty tools to a unique CRM
solution. Customer relationship is the new challenge to improve stores !
(a DIY / garden / home care retailer)

Data expressed as a % of surveyed retailers
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Towards CONNECTED stores

“Connected stores” does not mean “high-tech stores”. Connected stores are primarily a lever to
increase revenues through traffic generation and to support the sales force in the sales process
through in-store digital devices.

The Internet is becoming an in-store lever to acquire traffic : a top-priority for 86% of
retailers.
The “click & collect” service is getting unavoidable, as a sign of retailers’ consistency
between E-commerce and retail stores, but also as a means to make the customer come or
come back to the store.
Nearly 60% of retailers have implemented it (both through the drive’s rapid development for
GSA, and through in-store packages picking for the GSS) and 38% have tested it. The
challenge is to take advantage of in-store customer visit to generate additional sales (up to
+30% compared to the initial order, for some retailers). The customer better enjoys a free
service rather than a charged home-delivery service.
During Christmas, 50% of in-store sales are online purchases
collects. In-store returns are boosted by the functionality that allows
to visualize online the available warehouse stock.
(A leisure retailer)

E-mails sending and couponing to registered customers are also used by retailers to attract
consumers into the store.
Performance of CRM systems is critical here.
Beyond these two levers, retailers also lead other web-to-store initiatives, but no major trend
is emerging.
E.g.: customer geolocalisation and offer push, online booking of products or stalls, in-store
exchange of online purchased products, communication on events held in the store through
social networks…

Working on the continuity between online and offline experience is a top-priority for
63% of retailers.
Nowadays, consistency in terms of brand image between the online and the offline channels
is broadly controlled.
Nevertheless, in terms of IT systems, retailers strive to develop a unique database of online
and offline customers, that can be used in stores.
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Using digital and in-store new technologies are still debated among retailers (e.g:
terminals, tablets, QR codes, …)
88% of retailers now exclude technologies that allow customers to be independent in their
in-store purchases (unwanted or not decided).
Many retailers want to remain at the very heart of the sales process by giving priority to
guided sales and sellers’ advice rather than to technology. Is it also the customer’s wish?
The salesperson remains a preferential contact point: he/she is the key
for up-selling and brings value to product customization.
(a personal equipment retailer)

The use of technology (including tablets) to support salesforces is still in the pilot phase for
about 60% of retailers (11% already have implemented it).
Technologies are an opportunity to bring content to salesforces: both on the product mix
(technical characteristics, comparative data…) and the consumer profile (customer profile
access, order history, wish list, …). Technologies also promote additional sales, mainly
through a complete access to the retailers catalog in case a product is not available in-store
and also by allowing e-learning during low traffic periods.
We are testing an assisted sales terminal with information on
products and access to a retailer’s larger products range.
Two objectives: generating additional revenues and feeding our
fashionable image
(a fashion retailer)

In-store additional digital tools (QR codes, comparative terminals, informative screens, …)
are also experimented. The challenge is to provide a content that brings additional value
visible to customers and consistent with the retailer’s strategy (e.g.: pushing to price
comparability for a low-price positioned retailer, promoting its expert image on a special
product category…).
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Not yet SUSTAINABLE stores

Making stores sustainable is not crucial for retailers. However they pay attention to develop their
human resources, which is consistent with the other priorities identified for tomorrow’s stores.

Making stores sustainable, contrary to others aspects, is not considered as a top-priority
for 90% of retailers.
Designing and operating a sustainable store is not a major focus, as only 14% of retailers
have already implemented it.
Even if many retailers mention ethical initiatives, they don’t want to highlight them in their
communication strategy.
These initiatives (e.g.: recycling collection points, partnerships with charities, sustainable
commitment charter…) are considered as a vector for employee mobilization internally.
Socially responsible products (local, fair-trade, organic, …) are currently rarely developed.
For food supermarkets, this offer is available, echoing consumers’ rising concerns on health
and firms’ responsibility (quality, security, traceability, local sourcing, ...). Gardening retailers
directly deal with eco-friendly issues due to their products. Finally, some actions come up in
the fashion industry in order to better handle the sourcing risk (security of factories and
products).

Nevertheless, retailers are more concerned about developing their human resources
(hearing out employees’ ideas, boosting their development, looking out for their wellbeing at work…).
In response to a more demanding regulatory environment, some retailers have stepped up
their initiatives in order to control reputation risks (ex: psychosocial risks).
The forerunners in that field are the firms which have always been investing in human
resources.
These firms stand out, for instance, with their active listening plans, employees’ involvement
in participative working approaches, strong sharing of sense, promotion and recognition of
individual initiatives, validation of skills and competencies, or even investments in trainings
above the average.

We have implemented a human development institute, an internal magazine, a
social barometer… We also have a successful internal promotion policy and
we are concerned with equality between men and women.
(a DIY / garden / home care industry retailer)
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Data expressed as a % of surveyed retailers
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11 operational priorities to support the store networks’
transformation
We identified 11 operational priorities for retailers, that they are implementing at different
paces

Data expressed as a % of surveyed retailers
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Data expressed as a % of surveyed retailers
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Network transformation into actions: operational
strategies, challenges and expected benefits
Transforming retail store networks led to different types of internal actions, according to
all retailers surveyed. In most cases, companies implemented top-down projects, even if
some firms could have performed experimental approaches, such as generalizing stores’
successful practices or organizing transformation programs involving local teams.

Corporate transformation programs and local experiences within retailers’ transformation
programs are still limited, whereas they have a huge impact in terms of team mobilization and
cultural transformation, which justify them.

Network transformation requires a substantial effort from retailers, who have to cope with
a double challenge: high investments and team mobilization issues.

Top 4 challenges faced by companies to implement retail store network transformation
1. Limited investment capacities / High implementation costs: 1 retailer out of 4
2. Mobilizing local teams, making them understand the rationale of the project: 1 retailer out of 4
3. Time required to undertake the project (network size, stores differentiation): 1 retailer out of 5
4. Skills improvement and change management difficulties: 1 retailer out of 5

Questioning cost and time management issues, easily understandable, would not be
relevant. However, the same would not apply to human challenges.
The ability to bring all teams to understand the rationale of the transformation project is an
important issue at stake for all associated retailers, as all members have a key role to play in
the implementation of the transformation project. To maximize the chances of success,
making teams understand the ins and outs of the project has to be a priority, which leads to
involve local teams early in the project, at the conception/testing stage. Finally, some retailers
emphasized difficulties related to the social dialogue, sometimes compromised within the
network.
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The ramp-up of local teams raises specific issues for each retailer: how to develop teams’
skills with a high staff turnover? How to manage the transformation in the connected retail
stores? How to change firms’ culture into more local entrepreneurship? In any case, those
questions are the core priorities as transformation cannot take place without local teams’
involvement.

Among all benefits expected by retailers from the network transformation, the growth in
revenues remains the highest issue at stake, the most frequently cited by retailers.
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Conclusion

Retail stores are about to change … at a moderate pace. However, this could be an
opportunity to develop competitive advantages in the current challenging market.
Struggling businesses should first focus on cultural transformation by regaining business
sense with the aim to serve customers.
Today retailers are multiplying attempts to increase the attractiveness of their stores and
generate higher revenues. All their efforts tend to build up tomorrow’s stores more
experiential, business-driven, customer-oriented and connected. Are all retailer stores going
to be similar?
The managers’ ambitions and willingness to make their stores outstanding are often
compromised by a limited financial performance and the challenges faced to rally local teams
toward the whole transformation process stemming from these ambitions.
In our opinion, the recent changes don’t value the customers enough: most retailers haven’t
thus implemented customer satisfaction metrics and clients’ involvement systems yet!
Listening and observation skills, as well as empathy became strategic skills to acquire among
sales teams.
An underlying cultural transformation is thus underway within the retail industry. Taking on
some daring decisions based on strong brand image, placing clients at the centre of the
organization, redefining the seller role and customer relationship, rallying local teams in the
development of future retail stores… So many challenges to face in order to reinvent retail
stores’ experience with one inevitable obligation: creating the human and collective
momentum to involve all stakeholders in the transformation project.

There are many exciting challenges ahead for leaders in the retail industry.
However, all these transformation projects should not divert managers’ attention away
from what is essential: being passionate about business, sharing their passion among
employees, and, above all, making it come to life within each retail store, for the
customer.
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We support many customers in the transformation of
their points-of-sale network
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